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In the
News
• Rough Apple Watch sales
estimate: 2.79 million units
Apple's off to a much stronger
start than its smartwatch rivals, at
least according to a third-party
estimate.
In just two months, the Apple
Watch has reportedly taken a
commanding lead in the
smartwatch market with an
estimated 2.79 million sales.
That's according to Slice, a
company that offers e-mail
receipt tracking to consumers and
turns the data into market
research. Slice's Apple Watch sales
estimate is based on a panel of 2
million people, more than
20,000 of whom purchased an
Apple Watch by mid-June,
Reuters reports.
Nearly one out of five buyers
Apple Watch buyers are also
picking up a spare band to go
with their $350-and-up
smartwatch purchase, Slice

Apple releases new
developer betas of iOS
9, watchOS 2, and
OS X El Capitan
Public betas of OS X and iOS 9 are coming next month, but
developers just got new versions of those, plus watchOS 2.
Susie Ochs | @sfsooz
Executive Editor, Macworld
evelopers got their talented hands on the betas of
OS X El Capitan, iOS 9, and watchOS 2 a couple
weeks back at WWDC. On Tuesday, Apple
released second version of all three of those
developer betas.

D

To get developer betas, you need to be part of Apple’s
Developer Program, which is now just one program—formerly,
devs had to register separately for OS X and iOS.
Developers who already have the first beta of iOS 9 installed
can upgrade over the air, or download it from Apple’s Developer
Resources. The OS X El Capitan beta is available in the Mac App
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The vulnerability has been exploited by a China-based cyberespionage group for
several weeks, security firm FireEye says.
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Adobe patches zero-day Flash Player
flaw used in targeted attacks
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Lucian Constantin
IDG News Service

dobe
Systems
released an
emergency
security
update for Flash Player
Tuesday to fix a critical
vulnerability that has been
exploited by a China-based
cyberespionage group.

The Flash Player plug-in
that’s installed by default with
Google Chrome and Internet
Explorer on Windows 8.x will
be automatically updated. Flash
Player users on Windows or
Mac who have selected “allow
Adobe to install updates” will
also get the update
automatically.

A

Over the past several weeks, a
hacker group identified as APT3 by
security firm FireEye has used the
vulnerability to attack organizations
from the aerospace, defense,
construction, engineering,
technology, telecommunications and
transportation industries.
The hacking group targeted the
companies with generic phishing
emails that contained a link to a
compromised server, researchers
from FireEye said in a blog post
Tuesday. The server used JavaScript
code to profile potential victims and
then served the Flash exploit to the
ones meeting attackers’ criteria, the
company said.
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The attackers use the exploit to
install a backdoor known as
SHOTPUT or CookieCutter and
then move through the organization’s
network, using other techniques and
exploits to compromise additional
systems.
In order to be protected against
this vulnerability, which is tracked as
CVE-2015-3113, Adobe advises
users to update to the newly released
Flash Player versions: 18.0.0.194 for
Windows and Mac, 11.2.202.468
for Linux, and 13.0.0.296 for the
extended support release.

APT3 is a sophisticated group
known for using other zero-day
browser-based exploits in the past for
Internet Explorer, Firefox and Flash
Player, according to FireEye. The
group also uses custom backdoors
and often changes command-andcontrol infrastructure, making it
hard for researchers to track its
activity.
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Zero-day Exploits from page 4

Zero-day exploit lets App Store malware
steal OS X and iOS passwords

changes, iOS could be subject to one
or two additional exploits noted if

The researchers’ analysis of
hundreds of free apps reveals that
most are vulnerable to most of these
vectors of attack. Agile Bits,
developer of 1Password, responded

Four paths to crack
The paper outlines four separate
points of weakness:

Researchers have discovered an exploit that lets OS X and iOS malware in the App Store steal
passwords and app data, as well as hijack session tokens.
Glenn Fleishman | @GlennF
Senior Contributor, Macworld

ecurity researchers
have found major
flaws in OS X and a
single one in iOS
that open the door
to malware. The exploits allow
malicious apps that have made their
way into the App Store to bypass or
ignore sandbox and other security
protections to grab passwords from
others apps’ keychain entries, steal
data from other apps’ private data
storage, hijack network ports, and
masquerade as different apps to
intercept certain communications.

However, six researchers have
discovered many weak points in how
Apple checks and requires apps to
check on storage for apps and
communication between apps. The
authors called this “unauthorized
cross-app resource access,” which
they abbreviate as XARA.

Apple’s review process for the
App Store—both for iOS and OS
X—is supposed to prevent malware
from entering its system. If that
bulwark fails, the company relies on
sandboxing, which prevents apps
from accessing data and files other
than that managed by the app,
except through very tightly defined
channels.

The researchers say they notified
Apple in October 2014 and twice
thereafter, and were told it would
take six months to repair the flaws.
The authors also say Apple asked for
their paper in February. This is
considered a “zero-day” exploit
because it is immediately available to
put into malware, but industry
practices for disclosure were
observed.

S

One of the authors, XiaoFeng
Wang, a professor of computer
science at Indiana University, said in
an interview, “OS X provides a
richer functionality. In this case, it
becomes vulnerable.”

What minimizes the attack
vectors presented by the researchers
is that any malicious app has to get
into the App Store. Unfortunately
for Apple, the paper’s authors were
able to submit and get approved
apps that exploited these weaknesses.
They immediately removed them
after approval, as they had had their
proof of concept.
On Friday, an Apple
spokesperson said in a prepared
statement, “Earlier this week we
implemented a server-side app
security update that secures app data
and blocks apps with sandbox
configuration issues from the Mac
App Store. We have additional fixes
in progress and are working with the
researchers to investigate the claims
in their paper.”
The paper details four flaws,
three of which are unique to OS X.
However, without substantial

Researchers found that a slew of apps in the Mac and iOS App Stores are vulnerable to these attacks
certain kinds of inter-application or
system-wide data storage changes
were made.
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• Password theft via the systemwide keychain.
• Container cracking between
apps, where one app can retrieve
Continued on Page - 8

Apple Announces 2015 Apple Design Winners
pple has announced
the 2015 Apple
Design Award
winners at this
week's Worldwide
Developer Conference. The award
goes to developers whose iOS and
OS X apps "combined design and
technology in powerful ways."
The iOS and Mac winners are:

A

Continued on Page - 5
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with a blog post on Wednesday,
detailing what the company plans to
do, and what users can do to protect
themselves.
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• Shadowmatic by TRIADA Studio
• Metamorphabet by
Vectorpark.com
• Robinhood by Robinhood
Markets, Inc.
• Fantastical by Flexibits Inc.
• Affinity Designer by Serif Labs
• Crossy Road by Hipster Whale
• Workflow by DeskConnect, Inc.
• Does not Commute by Mediocre
AB

• Vain Glory by Super Evil Megacorp
• Pacemaker by Pacemaker Music AB
Student winners are:
• Elementary Minute by Klemens
Strasser
• jump-O by ByteBrushers
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Apple Introduces
Watchos 2 For The
Apple Watch

oday at its
Worldwide
Developer
Conference,
Apple
previewed watchOS 2, the
first major software update
for Apple Watch, giving
developers the tools to build
apps running natively on
the smartwatch.

T

It allows developers to
take advantage of innovative
hardware features of Apple
Watch including the Digital
Crown, Taptic Engine and
heart rate sensor, along with
software APIs [application
programming interfaces] to
build new app experiences, says
Kevin Lynch, Apple’s vice
president of Technology. Available
to Apple Watch users this fall,
watchOS 2 also includes new
watch faces, third-party app
information as watch face
complications and new
communication capabilities in
Mail, Friends and Digital Touch.
The new APIs enable audio
and video playback and animation,
and with the ClockKit framework,
6

Crown; Volkswagen owners can get
haptic feedback when their car door
has been locked; WeChat includes
audio messaging using the
microphone; and Vine can host and
play video right in the app.

developers can represent their data
as complications on the watch
face. These new tools allow
developers to make apps more
robust, says Lynch.
For example, Strava can more
accurately track your heart rate
while on a ride or run using data
from the heart rate sensor and
accelerometer; Insteon can give
customers more precise controls
to dim their lights or control the
temperature with the Digital

watchOS 2 lets you turn your
favorite photo into a new watch face
or view pictures from your favorite
photo album with every raise of your
wrist with the new Photo and Photo
Album watch faces. With the TimeLapse watch face, you can choose
from a selection of time-lapse videos
shot over 24 hours in iconic
locations including New York City,
London or Shanghai.
A new Time Travel feature lets
users scroll with the Digital Crown
to explore events in the future (and
past) including upcoming meetings
or activities, the temperature for the
week, and information from third-
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party apps, such as upcoming flight
information.
The latest Apple Watch software
provides more creative ways to
communicate, says Lynch. With
Mail, you can respond using
dictation, Smart Replies or emoji.
You can create multiple Friends
screens, each of which can hold up
to twelve friends, and new friends
can be added directly on Apple
Watch. Digital Touch lets you draw
and send sketches with multiple
colors on the same canvas.
Additional watchOS 2 features
include:
° A Nightstand Mode that
transforms the Apple Watch into a
bedside alarm clock, with the
Digital Crown and side button
serving as snooze and off buttons
for the alarm;
June, 2015

° The ability to use
merchant rewards and
store-issued credit and
debit cards with Apple Pay,
which can be added to
Wallet;
° Support for Transit in
Maps, so you can view
detailed transportation maps
and schedules, including
walking directions to the
nearest stations with
entrances and exits precisely
mapped;
° Workouts from third-party
fitness apps contributing to
your all-day Move and
Exercise goals;
° Using Siri to start specific
workouts, launch Glances
and reply to email;
° Activation Lock, which lets
users secure their Apple
Watch with their Apple ID,
preventing another user from
wiping or activating the
device if it is lost or stolen.

watchOS 2 will be available
this fall as a free update to Apple
Watch. Apple Watch requires
iPhone 5, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5s,
iPhone 6 or iPhone 6 Plus
running iOS 8.2 or later. The
iOS 9 SDK beta including
WatchKit for watchOS 2 is
available immediately for iOS
Developer Program members
at developer.apple.com/watchkit
.

Apple Watch from page 1
estimates. Apple's black Sport band is
supposedly the most popular
choice—both as the pack-in band
and as a $49 add-on—while the
$149 Milanese loop came in second
place. Not surprisingly, the basic
Apple Watch Sport has been the
best-selling model in Slice's analysis.
By comparison, Samsung shipped
1.2 million smartwatches in all of
2014, according to Statista . Pebble
reached the 1 million lifetime sales
mark in February after nearly two
years on the market, and Google's
Android Wear platform as a whole
shipped on 720,000 smartwatches in
2014, according to Canalys. Unless
their sales have accelerated rapidly, it's
likely that Apple is way out in front.
Still, Slice's figures should be treated
with a bit of skepticism. As John
Gruber at Daring Fireball pointed
out the last time Slice estimated
Apple Watch sales, the methodology
is unusual and there's no sign of Slice
attempting anything like this with
other Apple products. That means
it's impossible to judge the
company's accuracy, and it'll stay that
way for as long as Apple declines to
reveal Watch sales on its own.
Why this matters: Apple still has a
long way to go, of course, as even a
few million smartwatch sales is
nothing compared to the tens of
millions of iPhones Apple sells every
quarter. Turning a smartwatch into
an essential accessory is a huge
unrealized opportunity; all we can
say for now is that Apple seems to be
doing a better job at it than its rivals.
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Zero-day Exploits…
from page 5

the contents of another sandboxed
app’s ostensibly private data store.
• Internet socket interception,
which allows a malicious app to
hijack the flow of traffic to an app.
• Scheme hijacking (both iOS and
OS X), in which the system-wide
method of launching one app from
another is redirected to capture
login tokens or other information.
Password stealing. The
authors found that they could
determine the parameters used for
any app in the keychain: “the
attributes of any keychain item are
actually public, though their content
(credential) is protected,” they write.
A malicious app gains access to
the keychain entry for a target app
by either creating an entry before the
victim, or by deleting one that exists.
In either case, the malware is given
access alongside the app when the
entry is created or re-created.
…[A]ll the attacker needs to do
is just identifying [sic] an existing
item, removing it from the keychain
and creating a new one of its own
with the same attributes to wait for
the target app to put its secret there.
A targeted app could check the
access control list (ACL) used to
limit what can access an OS X
keychain entry, but this isn’t required
or recommended by Apple.
The researchers attacked Internet
Accounts, the preference pane that
8

manages system-wide account data,
including iCloud passwords, and the
Chrome browser in their testing, but
the technique works with any app.

Keychain attack demo:
steal iCloud
authentication token
<div class="playerunavailable"><h1
class="message">An error
occurred.</h1><div
class="submessage">Unable to
execute Javascript.</h1></div>
Changes introduced in OS X
10.10.3 and the 10.10.4 beta
include an element designed to resist
the flaw, but the researchers found it
ineffective.
Container cracking. Each
sandboxed app may have a protected
data storage area, but when apps
want to share data with other apps,
this opens a weakness the paper’s
authors were able to exploit.
While Apple enforces uniqueness
in the “Bundle Identifier” (BID)
used to set up separate data storage
containers in OS X, subsystems
aren’t held to the same requirements.
A malicious program can use the
BID of a subsystem to get itself
added to the ACL for another app’s
main data container, allowing it full
access.
Researchers performed end-toend attacks on Evernote, WeChat,
QQ, Money Control, and others

listed in an appendix, and had an
app approved in the App Store with
this attack embedded.
For example, from the container
of Evernote, our attack app,
involving an XPC Service that
hijacked the target app’s BID,
successfully stole all the contacts of
the user and her private notes from
/Library/Containers/com.evernote.
Evernote/account/.
Internet socket interception.
The Internet operates using
addresses and ports. Addresses are
unique to a given computer or
mobile or other device. Ports are like
apartments in an apartment
building, each with a particular
function.
In OS X, apps can register and
use ports to communicate to and
from browsers. The paper gives the
example of 1Password, which has
browser extensions that
communicate with the main
1Password app. (Again, 1Password is
working to fix this, and has offerd
some advice for how users can
prevent being attacked.)

Websocket attack against
1Password app
<div class="playerunavailable"><h1
class="message">An error
occurred.</h1><div

Continued on Page - 9
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class="submessage">Unable to
execute Javascript.</h1></div>
A malicious app can hijack a port
before it’s registered by the targeted
app, and intercept data. In
1Password’s case, a malicious app
(also approved through the App
Store) could grab the password
whenever a user logged into a web
account.
This method also allows what
was once called sidejacking: stealing
tokens used to identify a user’s
browser during a session with a site,
and then using that token elsewhere.
Scheme hijacking. A scheme is a
way to identify a kind of Internet or
other resource and pass some
information to it in the form of a
URL. For instance, the generic web
scheme is “http” (as in http://); all
iOS and OS X apps register schemes
with the system to allow other apps
to pass data or to open a “deep link”
within the app.
However, Apple doesn’t require
unique schemes the way it does
unique Bundle IDs. Any app can
register any scheme with validation
except for a handful of Apple-specific
ones. There’s also no way for an app
to determine that it’s passing a URL
to the right app—it has to rely on
the operating system.
The paper’s authors found:
For a scheme not on the lists, it
will be bound to the first app that
registers it on OS X and the last on
iOS.
June, 2015

The researchers were able to grab
tokens bound for other apps in OS
X, where this method is used
infrequently, and iOS, where it’s
extremely common, and then
sidejack sessions. One proof-ofconcept they note was hijacking
Facebook’s scheme so that the
Pinterest app requested a token, and
the Facebook response with the
Pinterest app’s access token was then
grabbed by the authors’ malware.
App developers could determine
that the wrong app had redirected a
response back—the Pinterest app
would know something went
wrong—but that wouldn’t stop the
outbound hijacking that grabbed the
token in the first.

Verify, then trust
The authors performed a variety
of tests to determine how likely apps
were to be vulnerable to these
exploits and pulled down 1,612 free
apps, representing up to the top 100
free apps in each major category. Of
198 that use the system keychain and
should be susceptible, 18 out of 20
that they randomly selected they
proved could be exploited. (Two
Google apps are immune.)
For the scheme vulnerability, 982
Mac apps had the potential for this
issue based on a code scan, and of
200 randomly selected for deeper
analysis, 132 were found vulnerable.

in iOS, as their research remains
some of the only to deeply examine
cross-app issues. “If I were a hijacker,
I’m just going to move my target to
iOS,” he said.
The short-term fix for these
exploits is a combination of new
recommendations and requirements
to app developers, and additional
procedures in the App Store review.
“What the App Store can do is run
something similar at least to
identify—not malicious apps, but at
least those vulnerable as targets,”
Wang said.
His colleague, PhD candidate
Luyi Xing, noted that “Apple should
do something to enforce scheme
management” as well. However,
Xing said that it boils down to being
a design problem, rather than an app
implementation issue. That will
require some deep rethink at Apple,
and put some burden on developers
as new authentication and
registration procedures make their
way into App Store requirements.
Because the flaws can only be
exploited by apps that make it into
the App Store, that provides a
firewall for now.



Wang of Indiana University said
that there’s clearly more to be found
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iOS 9
from page 1

Store, on machines already running
the first beta, or from the Mac
Developer Center.
The second beta of watchOS 2
comes to developers through the
Apple Watch app found in today’s
updated iOS 9 beta. Developers also
need to install a watchOS 2
configuration profile found on
Apple’s website.
Developers also have access to a
beta of iOS 8.4, which should
launch for regular consumers next
week, bringing the all-new Music
app and Apple Music streaming
10

Google finally makes
Undo Send an official
Gmail feature
It's been in Gmail Labs for six years and now it's finally a
standard part of Google's email service.

dd this one to the
annals of “What took
you so long Google?”
Gmail’s greatest feature
just graduated from
the service’s experimental labs to become
a regular part of Gmail: Undo Send.
With this feature enabled, you have a
pre-determined number of seconds to
recall the email you just sent.

A

Members Support
service. Apple Music is scheduled to
launch on June 30. iOS 8.4 hasn’t
gone to Gold Master status yet, but
it’s just a matter of time.
The impact on you: These
are public betas, but those follow
along a few versions behind the betas
developers get. Apple has announced
that it will have a public beta
program for OS X 10.11 El Capitan
as well as iOS 9, beginning in July—
that’s just around the corner. Public
betas are a fun way to get access to
new features before the final versions
of El Cap and iOS 9 ship to the
world, but they also require a lot of
updating, and could introduce snags
into your workflow. Apple
recommends developers install the

betas on test devices, not their
everyday machines they rely on to
actually get stuff done—but not
every “regular” user has an extra
Mac, iPhone, or iPad lying around.
(At least with a Mac, you could
install the beta on a partition.)

Ben Fernandez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320-7735
E-mail . . . . support@sarasotamug.com

Please call at reasonable hours and ask
iOS 9, OS X El Capitan, and
watchOS 2 are scheduled to ship to
consumers this fall, and will all be
offered as free updates.

it this is a convenient time for them.
We appreciate your cooperation.
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If you’ve never used this feature, I
can’t stress enough how helpful it is.
We’ve all sent emails we didn’t mean to
or had second thoughts about the
wording. Prior to Undo Send, we just
had to suck it up and live with our
mistakes. Not a great situation to be in
when email is such a critical
communication tool—even in this era
of HipChat and Slack.
Overnight success, six years ago
Undo Send began as an
experimental feature in 2009 when it
offered only a five second retrieval
period. It was a hit almost immediately
and has been a mainstay of many Gmail
accounts since it was first introduced.
Undo Send in action.

Although handy, Undo Send does
have limits beyond the recall grace
period. Once you click Send on an
email, an undo option appears at the top
of your inbox or whatever page you’re on
in Gmail such as sent mail. Once you
leave that page, the Undo Send option
immediately disappears regardless of the
grace period setting. In other words,
when you want to use this option don’t
click anything until you’ve hit that
Undo link.
Undo Send’s graduation into
standard Gmail comes less than a month
after Google added the feature to Inbox
by Gmail.
The impact on you at home: If
you’re already an Undo Send user then
your current settings won’t be affected.
Everything will work as it should.
Anyone who’s new to the feature will
find it under Settings > General. Undo
Send allows you to recall an email either
5, 10, 20, or 30 seconds after you’ve hit
Send. I’d recommend the maximum to
be extra cautious, but if you like to live
on the wild side, 5 or 10 seconds will
work just fine.
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MEETING LOCATIONS

Sarasota/Manatee
Macintosh Users Group
P.O. Box 941
Venice, FL 34284-0941

Meetings:**
CURRENT: Wednesday, JUNE. 24, 2015
NEXT: Wednesday, July 22, 2015

**Always, check our website for
any last minute changes.

www.sarasotamug.com

